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Highlights:

NATIONAL
ARCHAEOLOGY
WEEK!

ABACUS MOVIE NIGHT

ARCHAEOLOGICAL
WALKING TOUR

COMING UP IN MAY

NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGY WEEK!
May 19-25th is National Archaeology Week!
This year's coinciding events are detailed below, all
of which are free to attend. To celebrate, ABACUS
will be holding a 'special edition' of our fortnightly
morning tea on Friday the 24th at 11am in the Banks
Tea Room.

CONSERVATION 101: THE HIDDEN KILLERS
OF COLLECTIONS (MAY 22)
A must for interns, students, curators, artists,, and professionals who
wish to immerse themselves in historic collections, Canberra
Archaeology Society (CAS), the Centre for Archaeological Research
(CAR), and the Centre of Heritage and Museum Studies will be
holding a seminar presented by Victoria Pearce from Endangered
Heritage. To all interested and wanting further details, a flyer is
attached at the end of this newsletter.

May 2019

Upcoming Events
& Lectures
National Endangered
Skills & Trades Show
(13th July) . Inspired by
National Museum of
Australia’s exhibition
called “Rare Trades” - an
exhibition about
traditional trades that
use fine hand-skills in a
rapidly developing
technological and
digital age.
Where: Fitter’s
Workshop in the
Kingston Arts Precinct
near the Old Bus Depot
Markets,
When: 13th-14th of
July 9:00am -4:30pm

This event is FREE and requires no sign up beforehand.
When: 22nd May 11:30am - 12:30pm
Where: Sir Roland Wilson Building, Theatrette, ANU

HISTORY AND ARCHAEOLOGY WALKING
TOUR: OLD LAND'S END HOMESTEAD
Spend some time stretching your legs in the outdoors all whilst
celebrating Archaeology Week. Dr Mary Hutchison and Dr Peter
Dowling will guide you on a 3km walk to the little-known ruins of
former 'Old Land's End' Homestead complex. Mary and Peter will
tell the story of the homestead and its families and how a history
and archaeological investigation can piece together the remnants of
the buildings and the lives of the people who lived there.
The walk is a grade 3 category along a gravelled vehicle track with
gently sloping to moderately steep slopes.
Don't forget a hat, drink bottle, and comfortable walking shoes!
Registration is free but limited. You can secure your place by
following the registration link found on the Facebook event:
https://www.facebook.com/events/417206515702433/
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TWO DECADES OF AUSTRALIAN ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATION
IN PAPHOS (21 MAY)

May 2019

Dr. Craig Barker is presenting on the excavations undertaken by University of Sydney on the Island of Cyprus.
This will cover a broad range of topics related to the Hellenistic and Roman capital of the Island, Nea Paphos.
If you are interested in the development of the Ancient Mediterranean world and the applications of modern
technology to archaeological excavations, this is a talk not to miss
.
8pm Tuesday the 21st of May - See flyer at end of newsletter for more details.

ABACUS MOVIE NIGHT! (MAY 31)
Stop getting so wrapped-up in things - come and join ABACUS for our end of semester 2
movie night (we're watching The Mummy if you were wondering where the 'wrapped-up'
joke was going). There will be snacks/food served at 5:30pm in the Banks Tea Room,
followed by a screening of The Mummy. The event is free for all to enjoy, so we hope to
see you there!

ABACUS Fortnightly
Morning Tea:
The next morning tea will
be NAW-themed! Friday
31st May 11am in the
Banks tearoom

Reoccuring
events
OZ/PAC drinks

ETCHED IN BONE + Q&A (NRW2019)

Last Thursday of the month.
Come mingle and discuss the
latest in the region.
At King O'Malley's Pub
(Snug Room)
This month it lands on
Thursday 30th of May at
6pm.

Made over eight years, documentary Etched in Bone examines the theft of Aboriginal
human remains by the American-Australian Scientific Expedition to Arnhem Land in
1948, their removal to the Smithsonian Institution in the US, and their eventual
repatriation to the Arnhem Land community of Gunbalanya after a long campaign.
Gunbalanya elder Jacob Nayinggul draws on ancient knowledge to create a new form of
ceremony that welcomes home the ancestor spirits and puts them to sleep in the land
where they were born. The film gives extraordinary insight into the deep and enduring
tension between scientific and traditional forms of knowledge.
Followed by Q&A with filmmakers Martin Thomas and Béatrice Bijon
National Film & Sound Archive, 31st May 6-8pm.
Tickets: $10. Available from: shop.nfsa.gov.au
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